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◊  New frontiers of Gulf-Asia trade and investment 
flows are occurring within and across the global digital 
economy. Asian economies will play a crucial role in the 
ability of Gulf states to recover from the acute economic 
shocks of 2020 and also function as key nodes for the 
Gulf’s global growth aspirations over the coming years. 
In the meantime, multinational firms and expatriates 
from Asia continue to serve as influential economic 
actors shaping the political economy of the Gulf region.

◊  The convergence of the coronavirus pandemic, oil price 
rout, and global economic slowdown is an opportune 
moment for Gulf states and Asian countries to assess 
the trajectory of their economic relationships. Strong 
Gulf demand for Asian goods and services exists on the 
governmental, meso-, and micro-levels. Alternatively, 
Gulf economic interests in Asia are driven by the scale 
of Asian economies, sizeable consumer bases, and deep 
wells of technological expertise.

◊  The development, deployment, and adoption of 
cutting-edge, innovative technologies are pushing 
interregional economic engagement into new and 
experimental realms. However, Gulf policymakers 
must be proactive about promoting economic linkages 
that maximize benefits for their economies. This can 
be accomplished by prioritizing forms of economic 
cooperation wherein the technological capacities and 
demographic characteristics of Asian countries enhance 
the existing comparative advantages of Gulf states. 

◊  This Insight illustrates the shifting contours of Gulf-
Asia investment flows, especially given the Covid-19 
outbreak and energy market developments of early 
2020. The objective is not to examine the entirety of 
Gulf-Asia economic ties, but to illustrate the emerging 
frontiers of Gulf-Asia economic ties and chart the likely 
trajectories of key relations within and across digital 
domains. 

◊  China, India and Japan, among others, serve as the 
primary country case studies from Asia, whereas 
the Gulf cases largely focus on Saudi Arabia and the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE), the region’s two largest 
economies. However, the Insight incorporates data 
and insights from other Gulf states and Asian countries 
where appropriate. 

◊  The Insight finally concludes with an initial set of 
recommendations for how Gulf officials could capitalize 
on the emergent dimensions of these important 
economic relations. 

o Prioritize forms of economic cooperation 
wherein the technological capacities and 
demographic characteristics of Asian markets 
enhance the existing comparative advantages 
of Gulf states. 

o Strive for economic cooperation that reflects a 
two-way corridor, with Gulf firms contributing 
along the value chain and recycling domestic 
expertise into new markets.

o Deepen ties that broaden commercial 
opportunities rather than limit future 
partnerships. 

o Pay attention to the platforms, applications, and 
digital services being used by young citizens and 
residents. 

o Develop policy mechanisms for generating non-
oil revenue concurrently with the growth of new, 
technology-focused industries.

Executive Summary
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The Issue
The future of Gulf-Asia investment flows will 
increasingly take place within and across the digital 
economy. Technology-based applications and platforms 
are augmenting traditional areas of economic exchange, 
and the provision of digital services consumes an ever-
larger share of the economic activities each year. Gulf 
states view advanced technological platforms and 
digital applications as promising pathways toward 
alleviating cost and budget pressures, supporting 
economic diversification, and generating solid returns 
on international investments. Meanwhile, many Asian 
firms and investment vehicles – especially technology 
companies – consider the Gulf as an important 
component of expansion plans beyond their domestic 
and regional markets. 

The convergence of the coronavirus pandemic, oil price 
rout, and global economic slowdown is an occasion for 
Gulf and Asian countries to reassess their trade and 
investment relationships. Over the coming years, Asian 
commercial entities will increasingly support the Gulf’s 
critical infrastructure development and operations. The 
Gulf’s desalination plants, renewable energy projects, 
power facilities, and electricity grids must respond to 
growing domestic demand in a cost-effective manner 
– foreign partners will play a key role in this process. 
Asian firms are likewise poised to further establish 
themselves in Gulf economies through the provision of 
payment platforms, new forms of media, educational 
applications, and healthcare technologies. 

Gulf investment interests in Asia are driven primarily by 
the scale of the region’s economies, sizeable consumer 
bases, and deep wells of technological expertise. Gulf 
investment vehicles will leverage their substantial 
financial resources to realize strong returns in the 
realms of electric vehicles, artificial intelligence (AI) 
and robotics, life sciences, telecommunications, other 
technology-focused industries, and infrastructure 
projects. Gulf-based digital free zones can exploit new 
opportunities amid the digitization of global trade. 
Even interregional partnerships in traditional areas of 
commercial cooperation – such as the energy sector 
– are increasingly associating ‘smart’ development 
and growth with the acquisition of new technological 
capabilities. Recycling expertise in smart city 
development or renewable energy projects can drum up 
business in emerging markets for Gulf firms. 

This Insight illustrates the shifting contours of Gulf-
Asia investment flows, especially in the backdrop of  the 
Coronavirus outbreak and energy market developments 
of early 2020. China, India, and few other Asian countries 

serve as the primary country case studies from Asia, 
whereas the Gulf cases largely focus on Saudi Arabia 
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), the region’s two 
largest economies. The Insight finally concludes with 
an initial set of recommendations for how Gulf officials 
could capitalize on the emergent dimensions of these 
important economic relations. 

Asia Looms Large Over the Gulf
Following the financial crisis of 2007-2009 and oil price 
collapse of 2014-15, fast-growing Asian economies 
played a crucial role in the economic recoveries of Gulf 
states. A similar trend is unfolding in the midst of the 
economic downturn of 2020. While it is too early to 
begin discussing a genuine economic recovery, Gulf 
officials recognize the positive influence of Asian 
economic partners. In the first quarter of 2020, the 
Dubai Airport Free Authority (DAFZA) witnessed a 54% 
increase in general exports. China and India accounted 
for the largest portions of DAFZA’s overall trade, with 
21% and 16.6% respectively.1

Asian countries continue to import a disproportionately 
large share of the Gulf’s crude oil exports: China imported 
nearly 90% of Oman’s crude oil exports in April and May of 
2020. Asia-Gulf trade in hydrocarbon commodities will 
remain an important fixture of interregional economic 
ties. Yet volatility in oil and gas prices has led oil and 
gas giants in the Gulf to slash capital spending, causing 
delays in and reassessments of high-profile investments 
deals in refining and petrochemical projects. Despite a 
plunge in profits, Saudi Aramco officials nevertheless 
maintain their interest in assuming a stake in India’s 
Reliance Industries. The terms of the original deal 
involved Aramco paying $15 billion for a 20% stake in 
Reliance, which many industry analysts continue to view 
as a solid bet for Aramco’s growth strategy in Asia.2

Uncertainties surrounding global energy demand have 
renewed interest in the other dimensions of region-
to-region ties. This raises an important question: Can 
economic gains in technology-focused industries offset 
the economic impact on Gulf states from a future energy 
market transition away from oil and gas commodities? 
Over the short term, such an economic transition is likely 
to be a turbulent one. However, growth in the region’s 
digital economy as a proportion of total gross domestic 
product is unlikely to decrease. Technology-enhanced 
trade and investment flows are poised to accelerate 
across virtual boundaries and within industries wherein 
firms and policymakers hope to build resilience – not 
only with respect to the coronavirus but also to protect 
against future shocks.
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Enhancing digital connectivity through the introduction 
of new digital applications and platforms goes hand in 
hand with strategies to attract more Asian visitors to 
the region. China is a major focus in this regard, given 
the massive scale of its population and the relative 
lack of established people-to-people ties. Various 
initiatives, such as Hala Dubai, a joint initiative between 
Dubai Holding and Meraas, aim to bundle benefits from 
Chinese tourism, trade, and investment in Dubai and 
the UAE. Indians and other South Asians possess more 
established socioeconomic ties across Gulf states and 
also represent sizeable consumer segments in regional 
states. In 2019, approximately 8 million Indians resided 
in Gulf states. South Asian expatriates also constitute 
an integral form of labour and technical expertise in 
the region. Thus, continued investments are critical for 
many of the foreign human resources required in Gulf 
states, especially those with small local populations or 
antiquated educational institutions. 

More Gulf universities are offering educational 
programmes and training in high-tech fields: the United 
Arab Emirates University (UAEU), New Media Academy, 
and the Mohamed bin Zayed University of Artificial 
Intelligence. On September 3, 2020, the Abu Dhabi 
Department of Education and Knowledge announced 
that the emirate will open the first GCC campus of the 42 
network, a global coding and computer programming 
school.3 However, there remains a lack of indigenous tech 
talent in Gulf states. Huawei touts an AI strategy that 
involves investing in AI research and engaging globally 
with academia, industries and partners to develop an 
AI ecosystem and talent pipeline. Through its strategic 
partnership with the UAEU in 2019, Huawei agreed to 
establish a Huawei ICT Academy to develop local skills 
in AI and machine learning, as well as a similar training 
academy at Prince Bin Sultan University in Riyadh. 
Oman’s Ministry of Technology and Communications 
and Huawei plan to run joint internship programmes, 
campus recruitment events, and technical training and 
certification.4

Asian multinationals understand that demonstrating 
in-country value through local employment generation 
offers a competitive edge in securing contracts. Huawei 
is a useful case study in this approach. In 2014, Huawei 
signed a five-year agreement with Saudi Arabia’s 
Technical and Vocational Training Corporation to provide 
cloud training to Saudi graduates and hire one hundred 
Saudi trainees each year. The Chinese technology firm 
also launched the Saudi Talent Enablement Programme 
at a job fair with the Saudi Ministry of Communications 
and Information Technology in 2019, and it organizes a 
national talent development programme with Tamkeen, 
the public authority charged with promoting the 

Bahrain’s private sector. Huawei runs its Seeds for the 
Future programme, which develops ICT skills amongst 
students through mentoring from senior Huawei 
executives, across Gulf states. 

Asian Countries and Western 
Opportunities
Asian commercial entities experience strong Gulf 
demand for their goods and services on the governmental, 
meso-, and micro-levels. Gulf government officials 
view investments in digital platforms and new 
technologies not as frivolous or risky expenditures but 
rather necessary forms of national development amid 
an uncertain economic climate. The dual crises of the 
coronavirus pandemic and oil price rout have made it 
more important than ever for regional governments to 
deliver efficient and effective government services to 
citizens and residents, as well as increased the urgency 
behind achieving genuine progress on longstanding 
economic diversification initiatives. 

Digital transformation agendas – or related initiatives – 
exist in every Gulf state. In August 2020, King Salman bin 
Abdulaziz approved Saudi Arabia’s artificial intelligence 
strategy, which Saudi officials hope will contribute 
US$133 billion to the country’s GDP.5 One year earlier, 
the Saudi government established the Saudi Data and 
Artificial Intelligence Authority by royal decree, along 
with directives to get the authority up and running in 
90 days.6 The authority’s president, Abdullah bin Sharaf 
Al Ghamdi, said that “data is the single most important 
driver of our growth and reform, and we have a clear 
roadmap for transforming Saudi Arabia into a leading AI 
and data-driven economy.”7 The Bahraini government 
launched its Cloud First Policy to reduce expenditures, 
improve security, boost productivity, and enhance 
services for citizens.8 Revenue from public cloud services 
in the Middle East and North Africa is forecast to grow 
by 21% to around US$3 billion in 2020, according to 
estimates by Gartner.9 Meeting the ambitious digital 
targets set by Gulf governments requires committed 
foreign partners and substantial investments from the 
private sector. 

Asian technology firms are key partners in smart 
city development projects and the related 
telecommunications networks across the Gulf. Huawei 
markets its smart city solutions and has signed related 
agreements with Dubai South and the Saudi investment 
firm Batic. Huawei is also a core infrastructure supplier 
for the Saudi Telecom Company, which was selected to 
deliver the internet of things network and advanced 
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5G capabilities in Neom, a new megaproject-cum-free 
zone in Tabuk, Saudi Arabia. In July 2020, India’s Tata 
Communications secured a licence to become a local 
service provider – rather than a foreign carrier – in Saudi 
Arabia. The company, which oversees a network used by 
30% of the world’s internet routes, wants to expand its 
reach in the Middle East.10

The Gulf’s renewable energy ambitions provide 
additional investment opportunities for Asian firms. 
From 2014 to 2018, the total installed renewable energy 
capacity in Gulf countries increased by approximately 
313%.11 China’s state energy majors are diversifying 
into renewable energy assets to stay competitive amid 
a changing global energy mix. Sinopec, for example, 
plans to boost its investments in hydrogen projects, 
which opens the possibility for new corridors of energy 
cooperation with Gulf states. In July 2020, Saudi Arabia 
announced plans for a US$5 billion green hydrogen 
plant owned jointly by Air Products & Chemicals, 
Neom, and ACWA Power. China’s state-owned Silk Road 
Fund owns a 49% stake in ACWA Power Renewable 
Energy Holding, the renewable arm of the Saudi-based 
developer, investor, and operator of power generation 
and desalination plants. Abu Dhabi’s ADQ, a state-
owned holding company, launched a US$300 million 
venture capital fund in May 2020 to invest in early-stage 
businesses in India and Southeast Asia. In September, 
the fund led a US$5.1 million funding round into 
SenseHawk, a Bengaluru- and California-based solar 
software start-up. According to the fund’s managing 
director, Anirudh Singh, the SenseHawk “platform offers 
immense application to the UAE and the GCC’s already 
large and burgeoning renewable energy sector.”12 

In terms of nuclear energy, South Korea and Saudi 
Arabia signed a number of agreements to collaborate on 
nuclear research as well as jointly licence and construct 
a Korean SMART small modular reactor. The agreements 
included plans for South Korea’s Ministry of Science and 
Technology and Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah City for 
Atomic and Renewable Energy to open a collaborative 
nuclear energy research centre in Saudi Arabia.13 In 
2019, the Emirates Nuclear Energy Corporation signed a 
memorandum of understanding with the China National 
Nuclear Corporation to cooperate on nuclear technology 
and share expertise.14

Space offers another arena for cooperation. Gulf 
countries are target markets for the global expansion 
plans of China’s Beidou satellite navigation system that 
hopes to compete against the US Global Positioning 
System. The UAE’s first mission to Mars with the Hope 
probe launched from a Japanese space centre in the 
summer of 2020. Following the successful launch, an 

official from the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency 
said, “We look forward to promoting further cooperation 
with the UAE in space activities.”15

The global coronavirus outbreak initiated new forms 
of commercial engagement between Gulf and Asian 
firms in the spheres of health technology and medical 
research. Building upon previous cooperation over 
an Abu Dhabi-based genome programme aiming to 
study genetic variation within the Emirati population 
and improve health outcomes, China’s BGI Group 
partnered with Abu Dhabi’s Group 42, an AI and cloud-
based computing firm, to construct one of the largest 
coronavirus testing facilities outside of China. BGI 
Group has secured hundreds of millions of dollars in 
coronavirus testing contracts with other Middle East 
countries. Chinese firms have likewise launched clinical 
trials in Saudi Arabia and the UAE to test potential 
coronavirus vaccines. Until an effective vaccine for 
the coronavirus emerges, travel corridors between the 
Gulf and Asian countries will serve as an important 
mechanism for the continued promotion of business 
and diplomatic initiatives. For example, the UAE and 
Indonesia established a travel corridor between the two 
countries, which came into effect on July 29, 2020, to 
facilitate business and diplomatic trips.16

Asian e-commerce firms view high levels of digital 
penetration and online spending potential in Gulf states 
as a justification for establishing new commercial 
partnerships in the region. Myntra, a major Indian 
fashion and e-commerce company, has partnered 
with two UAE-based e-commerce platforms, Namshi 
and Noon, to better access Middle East markets.17 Gulf 
firms – both government-related entities and private 
sector firms – continue to seek avenues to increase the 
efficiency and scale of their operations by adopting high-
quality technology solutions at an affordable price. This 
is especially the case for government-related entities, 
which, in many cases, have relied upon generous 
state support and low-cost foreign labour rather than 
investing in technologies to boost productivity and 
consumer reach. 

Young and digitally-connected citizens and expatriate 
residents in the Gulf are driving demand for other media 
applications and entertainment platforms provided by 
Asian firms pursuing global growth strategies. Saudi 
Arabia had nearly 10 million TikTok users in 2019, 
making it the eighth-largest country in the world in 
terms of users of the Chinese video-sharing social 
networking service owned by ByteDance. In April 2020, 
Tencent released its popular Arena of Valor game in 
the Middle East; The Chinese multinational technology 
conglomerate hopes to derive half of its future gaming 
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revenue from overseas. The social reform agenda 
spearheaded by Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman 
in Saudi Arabia and region-wide initiatives to promote 
e-sports and other innovative forms of entertainment 
have expanded opportunities for Asian technology firms 
in this domain.  

Gulf Countries and Eastern 
Opportunities 
The Gulf’s investment vehicles, free zones, and industry-
specific expertise in renewables and smart cities 
function as important mechanisms for future-oriented 
economic engagement with Asia. Gulf sovereign wealth 
funds and other government-led investment vehicles 
– especially those in Abu Dhabi, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 
and Qatar – leverage substantial financial resources to 
generate solid returns on international investments as 
part of economic diversification efforts. However, 
the coronavirus outbreak has temporarily altered the 
risk-reward ratio associated with many traditional 
investment assets, and some of these changes may be 
permanent. The outlook for many commercial real estate 
holdings in American and European cities, for example, 
remains unclear. Abu Dhabi Investment Authority and 
Qatar Investment Authority ranked among the top five 
real estate investors in the world in 2018, when the 
funds managed US$62.1 billion and US$35 billion of 
investments in real estate respectively.18 Beyond asset 
classes, countries across the globe have demonstrated 
varying abilities to contain coronavirus infections and 
keep their economies in growth mode. In the second 
quarter of 2020, China’s gross domestic product (GDP) 

grew by 3.2% year-on-year and exceeded World Bank 
projections, whereas real GDP in the United States fell 
by a historic 31.4% during the same period.19

Asian economies are attractive destinations for Gulf 
investors seeking high yields in cutting-edge sectors 
and a greater diversity in the geographic composition of 
their portfolios. The chief executive officer of Mubadala 
Investment Co, Khaldoon Khalifa al Mubarak, said his 
Abu Dhabi-based fund was “under-invested in Asia,” and 
that observers could expect to “see us grow our portfolio 
[of investments in Asia],” which rested at a mere 9% in 
June 2020.20 During the same month, Saudi Arabia’s 
Public Investment Fund invested US$1.5 billion in the 
Indian digital services Jio Platforms, while Mubadala 
and Abu Dhabi Investment Authority invested US$1.2 
billion and US$750 million respectively. Jio Platforms 
currently oversees 388 million subscribers to its mobile 
network, and the company has ambitious plans to 
market a variety of services to India’s 1.3 billion people. 
The Indian market for digital payments is forecasted 
to double in value between 2019 and 2023, reaching 
US$135 billion.21

The populations of Asian countries are large and 
growing. Asian countries rank as four of the world’s 
five most populous countries, which include the United 
States. Between 2020 and 2050, forecasts suggest that 
the the populations of Indonesia and Pakistan will grow 
by 21% and 53% respectively.22 These demographics 
equate to billions of Asian consumers in its domestic 
markets. The deployment of existing technologies 
can utilize ready-made consumer bases. Moreover, 
successful Asian firms are aggressively expanding 
beyond domestic and regional markets and into Europe, 
Africa, and Latin America.   

Source: World Population Review

# Country 2020 Population 2050 Expected Pop.
1 China 1,439,323,766 1,402,405,170
2 India 1,380,004,385 1,639,176,033
3 United States 331,002,615 379,419,102
4 Indonesia 273,523,615 330,904,664
5 Pakistan 220,892,340 338,013,196

Asian technology hubs are likewise producing 
new technologies and cutting-edge technological 
applications. Mubadala and the Qatar Investment 
Authority each invested US$100 million in the Chinese 
electric-car start-up XPeng Inc. one of Tesla’s competitors 
in China. The company’s shares rose 54% during its New 

York Stock Exchange trading debut on August 27, 2020.23 
There are risks associated with technology-focused 
investments, and high returns are not guaranteed. In 
October 2016, Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund 
committed US$45 billion to Japan-based SoftBank for its 
US$100 billion Vision Fund, which reported US$18 billion 
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in losses after writing down the valuations of many of its 
assets. The technology-focused conglomerate, which 
attracted investments from other Gulf sovereign funds, 
has performed poorly since its launch in 2017. 

Several Gulf sovereign funds and other investment 
vehicles have established partnerships with Asia-based 
venture capital firms that closely follow emerging 
technologies and high-potential firms across Asia to help 
guide investment decisions. Bahrain’s Al Waha Funds of 
Funds invested an undisclosed amount in Beijing-based 
MSA Capital in October 2019.24 In a similar vein, Dubai 
International Financial Centre signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Jiaozi Fintech Dreamworks, one 
of China’s first fintech entrepreneurship platforms, to 
enable fintech firms in both jurisdictions better access 
to their respective markets.25 Stronger interregional 
linkages between investment firms can enable Gulf-
based entrepreneurs and startups to attract more Asian 
capital and better access Asian markets.

The digitization of global trade and commerce highlights 
the evolving nature of economic cooperation between 
the Gulf and Asia. The UAE Ministry of Economy and the 
China Council for the Promotion of International Trade 
held an inaugural China-UAE Economic and Trade Digital 
Expo on July 15, 2020 to help “lay the foundations 
for bilateral trade in the new digital economy.”26 
Meanwhile, Gulf-based logistics companies such as DP 
World have launched new digital supply chain platforms 
alongside acquisitions of Asia-focused shipping 
and logistics operators to expand their digital and 
physical connectivity to Asian markets.27 Existing free 
zone systems in the Gulf and Asia are well positioned 
to facilitate digitally-enhanced forms of economic 
exchange. 

Free zone development is a central economic policy 
mechanism across the Gulf region, where more than 50 
free zones operate within Gulf states. Gulf free zones 
provide firms and investors with business incentives 
by offering full foreign ownership, unfettered access to 
expatriate labour, and exemptions from various taxes 
and fees. Dubai possesses more free zones than any other 
emirate or country in the region and is committed to a free 
zone-led development approach. Indeed, the emirate’s 
50-year charter affords a prominent role for free zones 
and other forms of special economic zones as part of 
the socioeconomic development of Dubai’s residents.28 
Dubai spent over US$735 million on CommerCity, a 2.1 
million square foot e-commerce free zone near Dubai 
International Airport, while a second e-commerce free 
zone, EZDubai, launched in 2019 as a US$570 million 
project in Dubai South’s Logistic District. India’s largest 
children’s retailer, Firstcry, announced plans to launch 
within EZDubai in July 2019, while Dubai South signed 

memorandums of understanding with the China Council 
for the Promotion of International Trade Shanghai 
and the China Chamber of International Commerce 
Shanghai to promote the Belt and Road Initiative. Free 
zones likewise serve as prominent commercial features 
of other emirates and regional states, such as Neom in 
Saudi Arabia or the Special Economic Zone in Duqm, 
Oman. The Qatar Free Zone Authority emphasizes 
the technological capabilities of its zones as part of 
a vision to “be the world’s best free zones by offering 
state-of-the-art infrastructure and unparalleled global 
connectivity.”29

Asian countries have also experimented with free zones 
and other forms of special economic zones to rapidly 
advance the socioeconomic status of its citizens. China 
developed special economic zones in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s to facilitate a “transition from a centrally 
planned system to a socialist market economy.”30 The 
perceived success of Chinese special economic zones 
prompted neighbouring India to rapidly expand the 
scale of its economic zone system – India had created 
its first export processing zone in 1964.31

Beyond physical zones, Dubai’s policymakers intend to 
incorporate the free zone concept within the emirate’s 
digital economy. Dubai’s 50-year charter describes a 
virtual commercial zone capable of hosting 100,000 
companies. The virtual commercial city concept 
promoted in Dubai resembles the Malaysian Digital Free 
Trade Zone – a joint venture between the government 
of Malaysia and Alibaba, the Chinese e-commerce 
firm owned by billionaire Jack Ma – that is likewise 
considered an official BRI project.32 Malaysia’s digital 
free zone aims to handle US$65 billion worth of goods 
and create 60,000 jobs through an electronic platform 
designed to ease trade between Chinese and Malaysian 
companies. Developing digital free zones, therefore, 
has not only become a means to facilitate international 
e-commerce but also position countries within China’s 
Belt and Road Initiative and the concomitant Digital Silk 
Road. 

Firms that operate in traditional, familiar industries 
across the Gulf – whether in oil and gas or otherwise 
– are relying on digitization and new technologies to 
streamline operations, cut waste, and generate new 
revenues. In August 2020, the Abu Dhabi National Oil 
Company’s logistics and services unit formed a joint 
venture with China’s Wanhua Chemical Group to add ten 
liquified petroleum gas and long-range product tankers 
to the company’s portfolio. The chief executive described 
digitalization as “the most important element” of future 
commercial development.33 Asian countries provide not 
only market destinations for “smart growth” but also a 
host of technology partners. 
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Smart city development experience reflects a promising 
sphere of cooperation wherein Gulf governments and 
firms can recycle local expertise into emerging markets 
in Asia. The Gulf region possesses relatively established 
smart city initiatives, such as Smart Dubai Department, 
in addition to nascent/aspirational projects, like Neom 
in Saudi Arabia. Abu Dhabi’s Crown Prince Mohammed 
bin Zayed Al Nahyan was chosen to lead a committee 
overseeing the relocation of Indonesia’s capital city 
from Jakarta to East Kalimantan. Although the US$34 
billion project has been temporarily shelved because 
of the economic impact of the coronavirus pandemic, 
construction on the new capital is likely to begin before 
the end of President Joko Widodo’s term in 2024. 
With many Gulf developers and real estate investment 
firms facing a glut in commercial real estate at home, 
construction projects to develop advanced cities in 
Asian countries offer growth avenues over the coming 
years. Gulf energy companies can likewise recycle local 
experience in renewables back into Asia, using the 
successes of the UAE’s Masdar Clean Energy or Saudi 
Arabia-based ACWA Power in securing solar and wind 
projects in Uzbekistan as models.34

Coding the Digital Path Ahead
Policymakers in Gulf states must think proactively 
about interregional economic engagement in order to 
derive the maximum benefit for their economies. Given 
the economic headwinds facing the region, economic 
policy prioritization is crucial for ensuring that Gulf-
Asia economic partnerships are mutually beneficial. 
The following recommendations lay out some broad 
guidelines for how Gulf governments and commercial 
entities should approach technology-focused economic 
exchange with Asian partners: 

• Prioritize forms of economic cooperation wherein 
the technological capacities and demographic 
characteristics of Asian markets enhance the 
existing comparative advantages of Gulf states. 
Internationally-oriented investment vehicles 
and free zones in the Gulf provide ready-made 
commercial infrastructure for deepening relations 
with Asian partners and expanding growth 
opportunities. 

• Strive for economic cooperation that reflects a 
two-way corridor, with Gulf firms contributing 
along the value chain and recycling domestic 
expertise into new markets. E-commerce, smart 
city development, and renewable energy projects 
reflect promising areas for this form of collaboration.

• Deepen ties that broaden commercial 
opportunities rather than limit future 
partnerships. The China Standards 2035 roadmap, 
for example, aims to enable the Asian powerhouse 
to shape the global standard-setting agenda for 
emerging technologies. Such standards may limit or 
predetermine economic development trajectories 
in the Gulf. When engaging with new technologies 
from Asian partners, Gulf governments must also be 
careful not to unintentionally marginalize American 
and European partners.

• Pay attention to the platforms, applications, and 
digital services being used by young citizens 
and residents. The deployment of innovative, 
technology-based applications and platforms in 
Gulf economies must be organized so that Gulf 
residents are not simply consumers of technologies 
developed in Asia. Rather, interregional integration 
of technologies should be mutually beneficial for 
residents, businesspeople, and governments in both 
the Gulf and Asia. 

• Develop policy mechanisms for generating non-
oil revenue concurrently with the growth of new, 
technology-focused industries. Addressing this 
issue after-the-fact is too late. The widespread 
availability and integration of technologies from 
Asia must be embedded into economic processes 
and fiscal policies in a manner that permits 
governments appropriate levels of oversight but 
also facilitates tourism, trade, and investment 
activities in Gulf economies.

The economic history of Gulf states and Asian countries 
reveals relations that have evolved alongside shifting 
trade and investment flows. The development, 
deployment, and adoption of cutting-edge, innovative 
technologies are pushing economic linkages into new 
and experimental realms. Existing ties may lack long-
term durability, while emerging ties must mature 
before yielding sustainable economic benefits. Yet 
there nevertheless remains plenty of room to shape 
the course of future commercial engagement over the 
coming years. 
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